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“Dusty” Arcadias: Pastoral Visions
and Greek Landscape in the Work
of Fred Boissonnas in the Context
of Mediterranean Cultural Myth
Marianna Karali*
University of Crete

Abstract
In the following paper, I examine the possible affiliation the Swiss commercial photographer Fred Boissonnas shared with certain groups of Greek-French Nationalists as early as
in 1903-1907 and the way this particular nexus inspired the integrity of his work on Greek
landscape, forming as well his naturalistic vision on photography. Within the visionary
spectrum of a northerner excursionist and the aesthetic eye of a Pictorialist photographer,
Boissonnas marked an Innovative gaze upon Mediterranean Arcadian Imagery, altering the
Symbolic Classicism of von Gloeden paradigm of Italian South.

Résumé
Dans cet article, j’examine la possibilité d’une affiliation entre le photographe professionnel
suisse Fred Boissonnas et certains groups nationalistes grecs et français entre 1903 et 1907,
et la manière dont ces liens influencèrent son rapport au paysage grec ainsi que sa vision
naturaliste en photographie. À travers le prisme visionnaire d’un excursionniste nordique
et l’œil esthétique d’un photographe pictorialiste, Boissonnas porta un regard novateur sur
l’iconographie Méditerranéenne Arcadienne, modifiant ainsi l’exemple du Classicisme Symbolique de von Gloeden sur le sud Italien.
*Marianna Karali is a Ph.D candidate in Art History at the University of Crete, her dissertation entitled
“Greece depiction in State commissioned photographs during the first half of the 20th century.” She
worked as scientific personnel in the National Gallery of Greece and as a research assistant at the Institute for Mediterranean Studies (IMS/F.O.R.T.H.).
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In the spring of 1903, a whimsical fate brought the
Swiss photographer François Frédéric [Fred] Boissonnas for the first time to Greece.1 That trip among
others designated the first part of Boissonnas’ association with Greece while it represented an intense effort to promote his Greek photographs and
to avail himself of business opportunities based
upon his personal and institutional network. Boissonnas, being quite familiar with tourism-related
photography2 and subjects such as landscape and
genre scenes and having a vivid and daring spirit in
both sports and business, immediately recognised
the opportunity he was offered. Thus, he would
become the first commercial photographer to methodically explore, depict and demonstrate to the
world the celebrated landscape of modern Greece.

this context, Boissonnas developed a new imagery
of Greece by emphasising both the picturesque and
the naturalistic qualities of representation.5

More precisely in 1904-1905 Boissonnas seemed
quite familiar with the irredentist proclamations of
Greek politics. It can be deduced from his own words
that he maintained an affiliation with certain Greek-
French intellectuals and politicians that were advocating the alleged Greek rights over the conflict area
of Macedonia. As early as 1905 Boissonnas offered
to organise on behalf of the Greek authorities a propaganda photographic campaign and advocated the
project of expeditions in the areas that already constituted Greece as well as in those that ought to be
annexed by the Greek State and returned to the so-
called ‘Motherland.’6 Boissonnas acquaintance with
the Greek Royal Family in the summer of 19047 indicates that his proposal was made under the auspices
of important Greek institutions. In November 1904
he launched a photographic exhibition on Greece in
Paris inaugurated by the Greek King.8 On top of that,
in Paris the same month took place the first gathering
of a Greek-French association named French league
for the defence of the rights of Hellenism called by
the Greek conservative nationalist Neoklis Kazazis.9
These events call our attention to the special links
that Boissonnas I feel shared with Theotokis’ government between 1904–1907. For instance, he received support from some Greek politicians, namely
Athos Romanos (1858–1940)10 and especially Neoklis Kazazis (1849–1936), President of the Greek Nationalistic Society The Hellenism.11 Kazazis had been

Boissonnas and the French-Greek
Nationalists
Since the spring of 1904 Boissonnas had held a series of photographic exhibitions in Geneva and elsewhere launching views of Greece which gained him
immediate attention. The Swiss press praised the
photographs for their artistic merit as well as for
their technical dexterity and accuracy.3 Alongside
photographs of ancient monuments and famous locations, the viewers could also witness the contemporary way of life in the Greek countryside. These
topics attracted special attention by the foreign
public and the Greek authorities for they fell within
a certain vision of national identity and indigenous
ideas already familiar with Greek intellectuals.4 In

Littéraire, January 7, 1911· qtd. Yannis Constantinidis, Θεσσαλονίκη 1913+1919, Φωτογραφίες του Φρεντ Μπουασονά (Thessaloniki: Diagonios, 1989), 15-16.
5
Estelle Sohier, “From the invention of an imagery to the promotion of tourism:
Greece through the lens of the photographer F. Boissonnas (1903-1930)” in Tourism
imaginaries at the disciplinary crossroads (London and New York: Routledge, 2016),
208-210.
6
Letter of Fred Boissonnas to P. Kapsambelis, August 21, 1918, 5. Archives of the
Greek Foreign Ministry, 1922, folder 98, sub-folder 4-2-2.
7
Sohier, “Les Boissonnas”, 48-49.
8
“France : La belle collection de photographies de Gréce, de M. Fréd Boissonnas, dont
nous avons parlé à diverses reprises, se trouve exposée pour quelques jours dans la
salle du Figaro. C’est le roi de Gréce qui a inauguré cette exposition, et il a de nouveau
exprimé à M. Boissonnas sa très vive admiration pour ces magnifique paysages” Journal de Genève, Novembre 1, 1904.
9
In the ‘League’ activities contributed politicians, men of letters, artists, economist
etc. Théophile Homolle, “Why we love Greece” in Greece in Evolution, studies prepared
under the auspices of the French league for the defence of the rights of Hellenism, ed.
G.F. Abbott (New York: Wessels & Bissell, 1910), 14.
10
Former Minister of Foreign Affairs (1899-1901 and 1903-1904) and Greek Ambassador in London and Paris.
11
On the Society “The Hellenism” see: Nikos Potamianos, “«Υπέρ τάξεως και ευνομίας
εξέγερσις» Η εταιρεία «ο Ελληνισμός 1898-1910: Η ριζοσπαστική δεξιά στην Ελλάδα

Nicolas Bouvier, Boissonnas une dynastie de photographs 1864-1988 (Lausanne :
Payot, 1983), 51-56 ; Nicolas Crispini, “La “vérité artistique” selon Fred Boissonnas”
in Usages du monde et de la photographie Fred Boissonnas, ed. E. Sohier and N. Crispini
(Geneva : Georg éditeur, 2013), 74.
2
Estelle Sohier, “Les Boissonnas et le triomphe du visuel” in Usages du monde et de
la photographie Fred Boissonnas, ed. E. Sohier and N. Crispini (Geneva: Georg éditeur,
2013), 26-27; Oriana Baddeley, “Boissonnas Modernity and the Aesthetics of the wilderness” in Boissonnas in Egypt (London: The Saint Catherine Foundation, 2017), 13-21.
3
Some even pointed out that through those pictures the public could make an imaginary journey in the land of ancient myths. M.D., “La Gréce chez soi” Gazette de Lausanne, April 19, 1904 ; Gazette de Lausanne, April 16, 1904 ; Ed.[ouard] C.[hapuisat],
“Le geste dans l’hypnose” Journal de Genève, May 12, 1904; Journal de Genève, Novembre 1, 1904.
4
Unless otherwise indicated, translations are mine. The remark on Boissonnas in 1911,
of the vice director of the German School of Athens George Karo, who has, about the
same period, been involved in the state touristic development of Greece, is indicative.
“For so many years we wanted to find a photographer who could be an artist too, being
able to portray the multifarious allure of the Greek landscape. All our efforts were to
no avail. Behold! Our requests accomplished by the finest way” G. Karo, La Semaine
1
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a significant actor in Greek political propaganda
abroad, especially in France,12 where he published a
political and cultural journal called Hellenism.13 During the same period, the French archaeologists and
Hellenists Théophile Homolle and Gustave Fougères,
one President and the other Member of the same
League, had also been involved with Boissonnas’
work. They had written, for instance, the introduction to his two most celebrated books on Greece as
early as 1909 and 1913.14 Furthermore, Homolle is
cited among the proponents of the volume En Gréce
par monts et par vaux as early as 1907.15

attaching Greek natural forms to the overall goal of
the Congress, namely to ascribe a cultural supremacy to Greek civilisation both ancient and modern
in and above the Eastern Mediterranean region.
Trying to succeed in his propagandist attempt,
Fougères adopted the German-French Origin Theories of Geographical Determinism assigning both
an Aesthetic and a Geomorphic value to the area
around the Aegean Sea which was first called Aegiad
by the German geographer Alfred Philippson.17 In
doing so, he attributed to the Greek land a ‘uniqueness’ that was based on the anthropomorphic characteristics of its forms and contours and which he
linked directly to the development of the ancient
Greek civilisation. The omnipresent sea, the rocky
mountain peaks and above all the transparent, occult harmonious balance of the Greek light “which
lets nothing be lost”, and “like a coloured vapor fills
even the shadows with mystery”18 became central
points of his argument. On top of that, Fougères
illustrated his words with photographs as a direct
demonstration of concepts vicariously instilling a
sort of an implicit scientific scrutiny and authority
into his ideas.19

The short interval between the events indicates either that Boissonnas’ acquaintance with the Greek-
French intellectuals took place in the autumn of
1904 when the Ligue Française was established or
that 1907 was the critical moment in their relationship. Supposing the first hypothesis is correct, his
association with nationalistic institutional circles
preceded the memorandum he addressed to the
Greek authorities, implying a somewhat broader
involvement in its making. In both cases, 1907 was
a decisive year in the establishment of Boissonnas’
special connection to Greece. That year started
with a series of lectures in Paris coordinated by the
French League aiming at declaring a positive political stance in favour of contemporary Greece. Gustave Fougères in his speech entitled “Picturesque
Greece” was encouraged to underline the conceptual value of Greek landscape.16 He then described
the unique significance of its forms, attempting to
separate it from other Mediterranean views while

Two months after Fougères speech in Paris, Boissonnas with Frank Choisy, a Swiss journalist and
tutor of music in the Conservatory of Athens, held
a photography exhibition at the ‘Parnassus’ Society in Athens.20 Documents clearly point to a direct link between the Greek-French League and
Boissonnas’ Athenian exhibition.21 The Greek Executive Editor of the French journal Hellenism Anastasios Adossides22 addressed a letter to Frank
Choisy in the spring of 1907, expressing his interest in Boissonnas’ work.23 Commenting on Greek

την εποχή του κινήματος στο Γουδί” (Master Thesis, University of Crete, 1999); Giorgos
Kokkinos, Ο πολιτικός ανορθολογισμός στην Ελλάδα: Το έργο και η σκέψη του Νεοκλή
Καζάζη (1849-1936) (Athens: Troxalia, 1996); Thanos Anagnostopoulos-Palaiologos,
“Ο Νεοκλής Καζάζης και οι Γάλλοι φιλέλληνες στην περίοδο του Μακεδονικού
Αγώνα”, Μακεδονικός Αγώνας (Thessaloniki: Museum for the Macedonian Struggle,
1987), 265-271.
12
In 1902 Kazazis launched a campaign for the Macedonian struggle in France. A year
later in Paris a demonstration took place on behalf of Greek right in Macedonia, where
Homolle participated. N. Kazazis, “Μέγα Συλλαλητήριον εν παρισίοις υπέρ τον ελληνικών δικαίων εν Μακεδονία”, Σκριπ [Skrip], November 15, 1903; Homolle, “Why we
love Greece”, 13-15; Anagnostopoulos-Palaiologos, “Καζάζης”, 265-271.
13
Despina Papadopoulos, “Ο ελληνικός περιοδικός τύπος στο Παρίσι 1860-1912”,
Mnimon, 27 (2005): 151-178.
14
The two prefaces preceded publications, Fred Boissonnas and Daniel Baud-Bovy,
En Gréce par mount et par vaux (Geneva and Athens: Fred Boissonnas & Co, Const.
Eleftheroudakis, 1910); and idem, Des Cyclades en Crète au gré du vent (Geneva: Boissonnas & Co., 1919).
15
The book was to be published in 1907 and Homolle’s name is mentioned in an article
penned by Frank Choisy. Frank Choisy, “En Gréce” Gazette de Lausanne, May 2, 1907.
16
The text of Fougères as well as the rest of the lectures were published in French
and Greek (from The Hellenism Society) within 1907. In 1910 an English translation
issued, see footnote 9.
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17
The Greek press had immediately underlined this aspect quoted directly Fougères
text. Unsigned, “La beauté de la Gréce” Le Messager d’Athènes, February 24, 1907;
G. Fougères, “Γραφική Ελλάς”, Παναθήναια (15 Marsh 1907): 352-353.
18
Gustave Fougères, “Picturesque Greece” in Greece in Evolution, studies prepared
under the auspices of the French league for the defence of the rights of Hellenism, ed.
G.F. Abbott (New York: Wessels & Bissell, 1910), 103.
19
Gustave Fougères, “Περί γραφικής Ελλάς”, Ελληνισμός, 109 (January 1907): 482, 485.
20
Marianna Karali, “Εθνική τοπογραφία και Φωτογραφικό τοπίο: Οι πρώτες θεσμικές
απόπειρες προβολής της Ελλάδας (1900-1910)” in Ιστορία της Τέχνης ζητήματα ιστορίας, μεθοδολογίας, ιστοριογραφίας, eds. A. Adamopoulou, L.Yoka, K. Stefanis (Athens:
Guttenberg, 2019), 475-496.
21
A specific mention to the nexus with ‘Parnassus’ Society had been made by Homolle
himself. Homolle, “Why we love Greece”, 14.
22
A. Adossides, letter to F. Choisy, Paris, [May or March] 6, 1907, Archive F. Choisy fol.3,
Hellenic Literary and History Archive (E.L.I.A.).
23
He also offered him to become a contributor to the journal.
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landscape imagery Adossides informed Choisy of
his intentions to include some of these photos in
his forthcoming article for the French bulletin L’Illustration.24 Echoing Fougères’ tone and his method
of illustrating his ideas with pictures, Adossides too
underlines the ‘uniqueness’ of the Greek landscape
by using Boissonnas images while pointing to the
economic and political benefits that could arise
from the touristic exploitation of the landscape.
Attempting to go deeper in his analysis, Adossides
embraced the conservative and rather obscure
remarks on the Greek light made by the French
nationalist Maurice Barrès.25 In Barrès work, landscape is conceptualised as a living organism of historical and national connotations and as a kind of a
natural monument in itself, implicitly connected to
race and its particular characteristics and achievements. To portray this ambiguous relation, Barrès
used the abstract and mystic capacities of light
that could, in his own words, “fill in with beauty a
column of dust which drifts away, as it leaves the
ground blown by the wind.”26 The propensity of
Greek-French Nationalists to interpret Greek landscape according to the elusiveness of light and its
fidelity to perceptual reality, engaging simultaneously in a Naturalistic vision and a semantically
transcendental imagery, was clearly shown in their
defensive strategies over Northern Degeneration
theories lurking in the Falmeraynan argument on
Greek race and scenery.27 In the same way, a nationalistic agenda based upon the shifting ground of
the aesthetic ambiguities found in Homolle’s 1909
preface, underlined the two vital arguments that
were attributed to Boissonnas’ imagery. That is, the
affiliation contemporary Greeks shared with their
ancient forerunners, in the context of reviving the

past through naturalistic Arcadian scenes28 and the
transformative qualities of light upon the picturesque Greek scenery.29

Boissonnas’ Naturalistic Vision
Another aspect of Boissonnas’ influences explaining
how he chose to represent Greece photographically
has been his aesthetic affiliation with naturalism. In
his 1903 and 1908 visits to Greece Boissonnas focused
primarily on his impressions of a land untouched by
technological progress. Thus, he succeeds in picturing the ‘uniqueness’ of the Greek landscape by giving
priority to factors such as light, folklore and pictorial
fidelity that had been underlined by P.H. Emerson’s
naturalistic theory. Boissonnas’ Greek pictures encapsulate the modern aesthetic theory on photography, as Emerson had expressed it some years earlier.
A pictorialist himself,30 Boissonnas was in the early
1890s a fervent admirer of H.P. Robinson’s photography and theory, exchanging with him hints and tips
about landscape imagery.31 He must also have been
aware32 of what is now a well-documented debate
about artistic photography that originally started in
the late 1890s between Robinson’s and Emerson’s
28
“Those who have visited Greece [. . .] who have gone to provinces and mixed with
the people: have they not recognized in many a poor villager the features of that
beauty that Phidias and Praxiteles expressed?”, Homolle, “Why we love Greece”, 21. “Et
n’est-ce pas un véritable tableau, ce bois d’oliviers où, dans l’herbage dru et tout semé
de fleurs, que le gris et clair feuillage protégé de son ombre légère, une pastoure file en
gardant ses agneaux? La Lumière blonde doucement tamisée, la buée vaporeuse qui
monte au ciel humide, [. . .], la bergère au blanc costume, les bouvillons qui broutent
et le petit troupeau bêlant, cette scène de la vie paysanne, toujours semblable dans un
cadre qui n’a pas changé, évoque les souvenirs bucoliques de l’antiquité. C’est ainsi
que l’auteur, mêlant les personnages aux choses, anime un paysage et dans le Grèce
d’aujourd’hui montre toujours vivante, la Grèce des poètes anciens”; Homolle, “Prologue” In En Gréce par mount, 8. “And again have we not a veritable picture in the olive
grove, where a shepherd driving his sheep threads his way through the thick, flowery
grass lightly overshadowed by the grey and luminous foliage? The pale light, softly
screened, and mist rising in to the damp air [. . .]. The shepherd in his white dress, the
browsing oxen, and the little bleating flock – here is a picture familiar at all times and
unchangeable in its surroundings, but reminiscent of the peasant life of classical antiquity. In this way, the artist, by combining figure and landscape in the representation
of the living Greece of to-day, revives the Greece of the ancient poets.” Théophile Homolle, “Prologue” In Greece: Journeys by Mountain and Valley, trans. Ch. Hardy (Geneva:
Boissonnas & Cie, 1920), 8.
29
“M. Boissonnas a su ravir a la Gréce ce qu’elle a de plus exquis de plus insaisissable,
sa lumière”; “Boissonnas has succeeded in capturing what is most exquisite and intangible in a Greek landscape – the effect of light [. . .]. Homolle, “Prologue”, 7.
30
Boissonnas participated in Pictorialistic Association in Switzerland, France and
elsewhere, supporting and defending the artistic merit of photography. Crispini,
“«vérité artistique»”, 72.
31
In the correspondence they maintained it became obvious that Robinson had given
him a piece of advice regarding landscape with figures, telling him to put some figures
in the foreground, in order to facilitate the structure. Crispini, “«vérité artistique»”, 70.
32
Boissonnas’ fondness of science and his belief on the artistic merit of photography
aptly complied with Emerson’s scientific naturalism. Aaron Scharf, “P.H. Emerson:
Naturalist and iconoclast” in Life and landscape: P.H. Emerson art and photography in
East Anglia 1885-1900 (Norwich: University of East Anglia, 1986), 21-32.

24
A. Adossidès, “En Gréce”, L’illustration, 3366 (31 Aug.1907): Boissonnas Archive Museum of Photography, Thessaloniki (B.A.M.P.).
25
Barrès had visited Greece in the spring of 1900 and the text about his Journey to
Sparta was published at first in the Revue des Deux Mondes (Nov. 1905 – Jan. 1906).
Then a full edition followed. Paraskeyas Matalas, “Σπάρτη. Η ιστορία ενός τοπίου και
το τοπίο στην ιστορία” (PhD, diss. University of Crete, 2009), 515.
26
“Que ne peut la lumière de Gréce ! s’écrie Maurice Barrès, elle charge de beauté une
colonne de poussière soulevée au loin par le vent. . . ” Qtd in Adossidès, “En Gréce”,
(B.A.M.P.).
27
This theory, about the alleged degeneration of Greek race and culture had been scientifically justified by the fundamental changes that the Greek landscape itself had undergone during the centuries, Elli Skopetea, Φαλμεράγιερ τεχνάσματα του αντίπαλου
δέους (Athens: Themelio, 1999), 48-59.
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Figure 1. Peter Henry Emerson, Ricking the Reed. From the photo-book Life and landscape on the Norfolk Broads, 1886, platinum print, Norfolk Broads Norfolk
Broads Council.

aesthetic predilections over naturalistic and art photography.33 Like Robinson, Boissonnas was a prestigious commercial photographer trained to stage his
themes within the rigid manner of the 19th century
studio photography even outdoors. The photographs
he took for the Swiss National Exhibition of 1896 are
an enlightening example of successfully staging into
photo-frames Swiss folklore for tourism promotion
and national propaganda.34

printing techniques throughout his life, engaging
himself deeply with the process of modernism.35
Nevertheless, at the turn of the century he seemed
to gradually embrace a taste for naturalistic details
in landscape with or without figures, applying the
‘workmanlikeness’ of Emerson’s aesthetic theory,
namely the “fidelity to the perceptual experience
of ordinary life.”36 (Figs. 1 and 2). During the same
period, Boissonnas’ interest in the optical effects of
light increased in intensity and he started showing

On the other hand, Boissonnas did not hesitate
to experiment with different aesthetic styles and

35
Crispini, “«vérité artistique»”, 81-108; Girardin, “Frédéric Boissonnas”, 281-283;
Baddeley, “Boissonnas, Modernity”, 13-23; Kathleen Brunner, “Photography, landscape and the sacred”, Fred Boissonnas: The Sinai Expeditions 1929-1930 (Chambéry
Geneva: Museum of Cristian Art, 2011), 13-17.
36
Charles Palermo, “The world in the Ground Glass: Transformations in P.H Emerson’s
Photography”, The Art Bulletin 89, no.1 (Marsh 2007): 131-138; for the nationalistic
and conservative political context of Emerson genre scenes see, Samuel Ewing, “The
Courbet of England: Peter Henry Emerson’s East Anglian photographs and the imperial ordering of labour”, History of Photography 39, no.1 (2015): 18-32, 25.

Ellen Handy, Pictorial Effect naturalistic vision the photographs and theories of Henry
Peach Robinson and Peter Henry Emerson (Norfolk, Virginia: The Chrysler Museum,
1994), 1-23, 29-51; Nancy Newhall, P.H. Emerson the fight for photography as a fine art
(New York: Aperture, 1975).
34
Daniel Girardin, “Frédéric Boissonnas between tradition and modernity”, History of
photography 22, no.3 (1998): 281-282; Armand Brulhart, “Fred Boissonnas et l’architecture” in Usages du monde et de la photographie Fred Boissonnas, ed. E. Sohier and
N. Crispini (Geneva: Georg éditeur, 2013), 130-132.
33
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Figure 2. Fred Boissonnas, Album Homage to Charles Georg, c. 1899-1904, 465 x 338 mm, Collex-Bossy, Geneva, plate no 37. Boissonnas Archive Bibliothèque
de Genève. (I am truly thankful to the Bibliothèque de Genève for granting me permission to Boissonnas’ photos and Eloi Contesse personally for the fervent
support).

a preference for Emersonian aerial perspective.37
Even the use of long-distance lenses during Boissonnas’ expedition to Greece follows Emerson’s
suggestions.38 At the same time, he repudiated retouching and devalued the extravagant postures
along with studio portraiture, though they still
were a significant part of his business.39 Having
formed his beliefs by 1912, when the debate about
his Rath Museum exhibition took place in the Geneva press, Boissonnas stood up for pure, naturalistic pictures, separating artistic from commercial
photography.40 In part, this significant stylistic
shift had coincided with his first trip to Greece.

There, in the midst of olive gloves and dusty plateaus Boissonnas put his current aesthetic predilections into practice. He opted for naturalism and
depictions that were as close to reality as possible,
deploying or altering traditional Arcadian iconography while forming what Homolle remarked as an
innovative gaze.
Arcadian imagery has been a well-established example of Mediterranean cultural photographic
landscape, known at the turn of the century mainly
thanks to popular neoclassical staging used by
Italian circle photographers such as Wilhelm von
Gloeden. Boissonnas ambiguity towards symbolic
and neoclassical imagery can be glimpsed through a
series of events. In 1904, he had an exhibition in Geneva where he displayed side-by-side photographs
from Greece and classical look-like dance poses.41

37
Aerial perspective was an optical effect created by selective focus and natural light
conditions.
38
The usage of telephoto in photography and its differences with telephotography had
been the topic of Choisy’s speech at Parnassus Society in Athens on March 18, 1907.
Fr. Choisy, “Le téléphote et les photographies d’art Boissonnas”, Archive F. Choisy
(E.L.I.A.), fol. 3. Emerson believed that the optical experiences these lenses provided
were similar to what the eye of a viewer perceive when looking at things. P.H. Emerson, Naturalistic Photography (London: Sampson Low Marston, Searle & Rivington,
1890), 135-137; Palermo, “Ground Glass”, 131.
39
Emerson, Naturalistic, 184-190 ; Fred Boissonnas, “La photographie est-elle un art”
Le Suisse, May [12 or 13], 1912, (B.A.M.P.).
40
Boissonnas, “La photographie”.
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41
He took these photographs in the summer of 1903 to illustrate the book of Emil Magnin, L’Art et l’Hypnose. Boissonnas who had hosted in his studio some private performances of supposedly hypnotize Magnin’s model, had the idea to dress her up with a
tunic, á la antique, deliberately evoking both, the aesthetic of symbolic classicism, and
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Figure 3. Fred Boissonnas, Album of the dances à l’antique c.1911-1912, 289 x 410 mm, Geneva. Boissonnas Archive, Bibliothèque de Genève.

In this display Boissonnas brought together as a
main concept the symbolic and occult connection
of classical Greece to the performed theatricality
of antiquity.42 He was of course familiar with the
fashion of his days which saw antiquity as a spectacle for modernity and he himself had used staged

classical representations on several occasions such
as the Delcrozean dance performances and the
patriotic “Fest of June” of 1914.43 (Fig. 3) Boissonnas oddly enough did not attempt to stage similar
scenes within Greek landscape during his sojourn
in Greece.

(I am truly thankful to the Bibliothèque de Genève
for granting me permission to Boissonnas’ photos
and Mr. Eloi Contesse personally for the fervent
support).

popular dance entertainers such as Isadora Duncan. His idea had also been endorsed
by the reception of those performances by the European Press. Evgenios Matthiopoulos, Η τέχνη πτεροφυεί εν οδύνη (Athens: Potamos, 2005), 182-183; Céline Eidenbenz,
“Hypsnosis at the Parthenon”, Études Photographiques, 28 (November 2011): 200-
224, https://etudesphotographiques.revues.org/3227.
42
Which was a very popular spectacle at that time in western societies. Samuel Dorf,
“Dancing Greek Antiquity in Private and Public: Isadora Duncan’s Early Patronage in
Paris”, Dance Research Journal 44, no. 1 (Summer 2012): 3-27; and idem, “Eroticizing
Antiquity: Madame Mariquita, Régina Badet and the Dance of the Exotic Greeks from
Stage to Popular Press” in Opera, Exoticism and Visual Culture, eds. H. Lee and N. Segal
(Bern: Peter Lang, 2015), 73-92.
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Boissonnas’ and von Gloeden’s
Arcadian Visions of Mediterranean
Landscape

more deceptive than these photographs of plain
and awful show off?47

His statement is clearly implying and rejecting
the aesthetic approach of the German Baron of
Taormina, along with his neoclassical nudes and
symbolic pastoral settings that had formed the
Arcadian scenery of the so-called ‘Magna Greacia’.
(Fig. 4) His repudiation of a pre-dated and popular version of Mediterranean imagery is of special
interest due to Boissonnas’ implicit clash with von
Gloeden’s classical symbolism. The two commercial
photographers shared many similarities in their
mutual attempt to portray the South Arcadia. First,
both were well established within the Pictorialist
movement. Both had received art training and were
Northerner photographers depicting the Mediterranean South.48 Moreover, their widely sold pictures
enjoyed international success.49 Equally, both were
displaying a certain connection to the theory and
work of Emerson. The key factor about this was the
way they came to grips with Mediterranean landscape and how they dealt with photographic naturalism in order to fit ‘seeing into knowing’50 and to
finally form a personal visual comment on recalling
or reviving Antiquity.

The Arcadian imagery as a “[. . .] veritable sense of
the peculiar charm of the Mediterranean land”44
that according to Homolle emerged from Boissonnas’ pictures, had been mainly deployed by the photographer according to the stereotypical Northern
metaphor of a primeval Mediterranean South.45 But
Boissonnas decided to concentrate on realistically
structured Arcadian sceneries which was a ground-
breaking event in connecting touristic photography
to modern vision.46
Having revealed his difficulties in depicting Homeric locations as well as the deficiencies of the
camera, in 1912 Boissonnas openly mocked the
symbolic revivals of antiquity on a par with Mediterranean landscape

All along the coastline of Italy, to the southern apex
of the peninsula, there are some totally stripped
isles, called the islands of Serenes. The Serenes
are long gone and the Circe, the sorceress who
transformed Ulysses companions into animals
does not dwell at her powerful and magnificent
palace any longer. If you could only imagine dear
lady, the puzzlement that I felt. My friend Victor
Bérard asked me to photograph those celebrated
places in order to illustrate his Odyssey of Homer.
What could I do in front of these peeled and stark
rock islands, which looked like turtles? How could
I cover this with a bit of poetry? How with such
mechanical means alas! And what if a fictional
or even real Serene was convinced to enliven my
shore? will I be willing to take the risk of this extremely audacious enterprise in photography, and
place a model—dressed or nude—to pose outdoor
á l’antique? And place it in a suitable posture—let’s
say in the style of David-and finally say, don’t move
now please! Aversion and curse! Is there anything

Von Gloeden, as he maintained later, attempted to
depict a dream-like world based mainly on Winckelmann’s ideal perception of Hellenic antiquity.

47
“Au long des côtes d’Italie, au sud du promontoire de Circé, quelques ilots dénudés
portent le nom d’Iles des Sirènes. Les Sirènes ont déménagé et Circé la Magicienne qui
changeait les compagnons d’Ulysse en bêtes, ne retrouverait plus trace de son merveilleux palais. Imaginez, Madame, mon embarras ! Mon ami Victor Bérard me demande
de photographier ces lieux fameux pour illustrer son Odyssée d’Homère ! Que vais-je
faire en présence de ces roches pelées qui ressemblent à des tortues, comment les
auréoler d’un peu de poésie, comment. . .avec des moyens purement mécaniques . . .
hélas ! Et si là-bas quelque sirène entravée ou non, consentait à animer mon rivage,
oserai-je risquer l’entreprise la plus téméraire en photographie : faire poser en plein
air, un modèle costume ou déshabille à l’antique, lui donner une attitude adéquate,
étudiée comme dans un tableau de David et lui dire ne bougeons plus ! Horreur et
malédiction ! est-il rien de plus faux que ces photos de Matuvus tragiques ?” Fred Boissonnas, “On écrit: A Mme Lucienne Florentin” Le Suisse, May [15-18], 1912, (B.A.M.P.).
48
Von Gloeden had studied both history of art and painting and Boissonnas, who was
a fine pianist, had received drawing lessons by Barthélemy Menn, an outdoor painter
with an interest on Daguerreotype. They also were about the same age, though from
a different social background and they took up photography in the watershed decade
of 1880s. Tobias Natter and Peter Weiermair, eds. Wilhelm von Gloeden, Guglielmo Plüschow, Vincenzo Galdi et in Arcadia ego (Zurich: Oehrli, 2000), 107; Bouvier, Boissonnas, 64; Sohier, “Les Boissonnas”, 26.
49
Robert Aldrich, The seduction of the Mediterranean (London and New York: Routledge, 1993); Michèle Hannoosh, “Practices of photography: Circulation and mobility
in the Nineteenth-Century Mediterranean”, History of Photography 40, no.1 (February
2016): 3-27.
50
Nancy Armstrong, Fiction in the age of photography (Cambridge, Massachusetts,
London: Harvard University, 1999), 75-85, 82.

Homolle, “Prologue”, 7.
Stefania Arcara, “Constructing the south: Sicily, Southern Italy and the Mediterranean
in British Culture, 1773-1926” (PhD diss., University of Warwick, 1998), 1-35,131; Vojtĕch Jirat Wasivtyński, “Modern Art and the new Mediterranean space” in Modern Art
and the idea of the Mediterranean (London: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 9-11.
46
Don Slater, “Photography and modern vision. The spectacle of ‘natural magic”, Visual
Culture, ed. Ch. Jenks (London and New York: Routledge, 1995), 218-237.
44
45
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Figure 4. Wilhelm von Gloeden, Country landscape with almond trees in bloom, 1906, Sicily, Italy, photo-source e-bay. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki
/File:Gloeden,_Wilhelm_von_(1856-1931)_-_n._0059_recto_-_ebay.jpg

My wish was to do artwork through photography
readings from Homer and Theocritus’s Sicilian
poetry stimulated my fantasy. Rocks and the sea,
hills and forests recalled Arcadian shepherds and
Polyphemus. Greek shapes excited me, just like the
bronze colour of the descendants of the ancient
Hellenes, and I tried to resurrect ancient Greek life
in these images.51

central in symbolism and the back then prestigious
High-Art.52

Boissonnas, on the other hand, facing the additional challenges that the starker and more southern Greek scenery posed to him, noted that the
landscapes he came across, though very different from the green pastoral paradise of mythological and poetic Arcadia, were after all nothing
more than that and he ended up superimposing
this mental idyllic-antiquity upon his actual vision. This unforeseen difficulty, namely the ‘dusty

Thus, he deployed the benefits of the so-called photographic ‘objectivity’ and naturalistic precision,
ideas that he may borrowed from Emerson’s manifesto, yet adjusting them to a kind of arcane value
of artistic handling in pose, gesture and setting, so

Marina Miraglia, “Wilhelm von Gloeden fra realism e simbolismo” in Le Fotografie di von Gloeden, eds., M. Miraglia and I. Mussa (Milano: TEA, 1996), 13-25; This
unexpected mixing up of naturalistic precision and fictional was what bounded up
his photography with modernity. Roland Barthes, Taormina Wilhelm von Gloeden
(New Mexico: Twelvetrees Press, 1997), n.p.; Wasivtyński, “Modern Art”, 11; For von
Gloeden’s artistic influences, of von Hildebrand and von Marées see Pasquale Verdicchio, Looters, Photographers, and Thieves (Madison-Teaneck: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2011), 136-141.
52

51
W. von Gloeden qtd. in Ella Nowicki, “Wilhelm von Gloeden and the construction of
a Sicilian Idyll”, https://vongloedenmit.wordpress.com/.
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Figure 5. Fred Boissonnas, Tygetos Mountain, 1903, Fred Boissonnas Archive / Greek Ministry of Culture and Sports -depository MOMus, Thessaloniki Museum
of Photography. The photo was among the illustration of Adossides’ article “En Gréce”, L’Illustration de Paris, Auguste 1907 with the title “At the valley of Sparta:
A flock of goats at the foothills of Mont Taygetus, 1903, Sparta, Greece.”

Arcadia’ of the South, is frequently described in
his travelogues.53 For even though he was used
to dealing with the grandiose and sublime mountainous vistas of the rocky Alpine scenery, the approachable scale of Greek mountains as well as
their barrenness along with the dusty turbidity
of the atmosphere was quite new to him. Nonetheless, he managed to portray the admirable effects that the blowing wind were causing to the
mountainous landscape of the Peloponnese as he
himself like Barrès mentions in his travelogue.54
(Fig. 5) In addition, he fitted this new concept into
the classical pastoral iconography, invigorating the
subject matter with purely photographic means,
based upon transcendental and rather Apollonian,
in Nietzsche’s terms, aspects of light, such an apt
53
54

metaphor for the vindication of the barren Arcadian scenery of Greece.55

In short, having established himself in the French
literary and iconographic tradition of Voyage Pittoresque, he revitalised iconography by recognizing light as the fundamental component of
photography and as his true vehicle of pioneering representation. In contrast to Boissonnas, von
Gloeden preferred staging a classical set within the
natural landscape and transforming local people
into antique characters rather than focusing on
landscape itself, though he admitted landscape
was indeed a key factor in evoking physiological
reactions in viewers.56 Nonetheless, like Boissonnas he settled himself within the milieu of Italian
Mostly the French intellectuals had employed this concept at that period. Matalas,
Σπάρτη, 391-403.
56
“I must also acknowledge the role of my accessories and the landscape, which impressively backed up this effort”, W. von Gloeden, qtd. in Aldrich, Seduction, 150-151.
55

Fred Boissonnas, “Travelogue”, July 1, 1903, 10, (B.A.M.P.).
Idem.
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Figure 6. Anonymous [Wilhelm von Gloeden], Taormina – Mandorli in fiori (almond trees in blossom), c. 1900, postcard, Taormina, Italy, photo-source private
collection.

nationalists57 and was acknowledged and used
by the Italian tourist industry which employed
his symbolic photographs for national advertisement.58 (fig. 6)

promote a cultural unity of Eastern Mediterranean
regions, a vision suitable to the crypto-colonial60
expansion of the Italian State in the Easter Mediterranean area. This nationalistic and deeply political
concept was of great help to the symbolic style of
Taormina photographers. About the same period
though, the Greek nationalists along with their
French proponents, strived to separate the Greek
landscape from this geographic and cultural Mediterranean unity, all this done in support to Greek
political ambitions of expansion. In doing so, they
excluded performed symbolic images of classical
antiquity as a proper means of political propaganda, opting instead for the ‘scientific’ naturalism
of Boissonnas’ landscapes and genre scenes. Thus,
they focused on occult, implicit and non-visible
aspects of realistic representation that linked the
Modern Greek land and people to antiquity while

This romanticised representation of Italian scenery
had been employed as a counter-cultural hypothesis against the Northern, Racist Aryan myth, advocated by some Italian intellectuals like Giuseppe
Sergi (1841-1936) who founded the Roman Society of Anthropology in 1893. Sergi was a keen promoter of the Pelasgian myth, a concept coming all
the way from Homer and one he used to base upon
a pre-Roman National reference list about Italy’s
historical and racial past.59 He used this theory to

Miraglia, “von Gloeden”, 17-18.
For instance, in 1909, von Gloeden was awarded from the Italian State for his overall contribution to the development of Italian touristic industry. Aldrich, Seduction,
143-152·Arcara, Constructing, 164-170. This success probably allowed his style to
spread among others Italian photographers. Vincenzo Mirisola and Giuseppe Vanzella, Sicilia Mitica Arcadia von Gloeden e la ‘scuola’ di Taormina (Palermo: Cente di
Fotografia, 2004).
59
Fedra Pizzato, “How landscape make science: Italian National Narrative, The Great
Mediterranean, and Giuseppe Sergi’s biological Myth”, Mediterranean Identities, ed.
Bora Fuerst-Bjeliš (Rijeka: In Tech, 2017), 79-97, https://www.intechopen.com
/books/mediterranean-identities-environment-society-culture; Giorgia Alù, “Pan, the
57
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Saint and the peasant: Southern bodies imag(in)ed at the turn of the nineteenth century”, Mediterranean Studies, 14 (2005): 203-224.
60
I borrow the term from Michael Herzfeld, “The absent presence: Discourses of
crypto-colonialism”, The South Atlantic Quarterly 101, no.4 (Fall 2002): 900-901.
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attempting to promote themselves as the unique
cultural heirs in the area.

touristic commodities, von Gloeden’s and Boissonnas’ representations of Mediterranean Arcadias set
diverse pictorial paradigms profoundly embedded
within the political and economic agendas of both
Italy and Greece. Both photographic versions were
indeed based upon naturalistic ambiguities aiming
to promote existing geopolitics while proclaiming
photographic naturalism as a novelty.

Conclusion
To sum up this concise argument based on original
documents, all indications point to the fact that at a
time when travelling and photographic imagery both
crucial components of modernity had become mass
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